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60 min   CHF 115

Frost flower
Enjoy a full-body peeling with snow-crystals and 
precious minerals on the hot stone, followed by a 
moisturizing Edelweiss cream body mask and a 
facial mask matching your skin type.
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Detox for body and mind  
This package includes several treatments that are calming for the soul and stimulation 
for the body. In order to maximize its effect, we suggest spreading the treatments over 
several days.

 Fragrance of the forest 
Rosemary, spruce needles and eucalyptus improve blood circulation, offer 
relaxation and help to breathe deeply. (25 min)

 Soap lather massage and application of Pure Altitude Edelweiss 
cream 

Relaxation and pampering for silky smooth skin. Deep cleansing and nourishing 
thanks to buttermilk-whey soap lather and the following Edelweiss cream unction. 
(50 min) 

 English Detox lymphatic drainage 
Very gentle and highly effective holistic massage that detoxifies and increases the 
immune system by stimulating the lymphatic system. (50 min)

25 min + 50 min + 50 min   CHF 180
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 Pure Altitude : „Liftalpes“
Luxurious anti-aging treatment

Exclusive Pure Altitude care products combined with a special treatment 
technique with very gentle plucking, kneading and the use of the Jade and Rose 
Quarz crystal rollers, cause an instant lifting effect and a firm skin appearance. 
(80 min)

 Hot Stone Massage – “Fire and Ice”
Full-body massage with warm basalt stones, cold Rose Quarz Crystals and warm 
oil. The warm stones and oil release tensions and the iced Rose Crystals, also 
called “Pearls of the Alps” stimulate the blood flow and refresh tired, heavy legs.
(85 min)

 English Pure Altitude bath „Mountain calm“
With this alpine infusion, extracts of lemon balm and passionflower plant soothe 
the body and mind. Each of the natural ingredients such as lemon balm mint and 
pine offer well-being and relaxation. (25 min)

80 min + 85 min + 25 min   CHF 360

Peak of Luxury  
Discover the mountain world of Pure Altitude and 
enjoy our luxurious feel-good spa journey. In order 
to maximize its effect, we suggest spreading the 
treatments over several days. 
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The Beauty of Snow-white 
The perfect treatment set to look well-groomed and 
feel radiant.

 Manicure & pedicure package
Classical manicure combined with a 
pedicure. (90 min)

 Pure Altitude  facial „Powder snow“
A classical facial with gentle products, 
combined with a relaxing facial massage. 
(50 min) 

 Complete Eyelash & Eyebrow 
treatment
Eyebrow shaping and tinting as well as 
eyelash tinting. (80 min)

90 min + 50 min + 50 min                CHF 250


